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Dyna Mostrokov

Dyna Mostrokov is a Active Player Character played by Izokia78.

Dyna Mostrokov

Species & Gender: Female Nepleslian
Organization: Nepleslian Space Marine Corp
Occupation: Machine Gunner

Rank: Private
Current Placement: @@Assignment@@

Physical Description

Body Type: In a word, Muscled. Dyna may not have all of her old wrestler definition; she definitely
retained the muscle mass and works out as much as she can to keep herself healthy and strong.
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Height: 6’1”

Weight: 162 lbs

Measurements: 33D-27-42

Skin: Her skin is a warm honey color.

Hair: She has strawberry blonde hair with dyed green streaks running through it. She keeps it straight
and cut in a half bob style.

Face: Dyna has an angular square shaped face. Her eyes are almond shaped, originally her eyes were
brown but she received bio mods that turned them into a bright neon green. She has a wide mouth that
is usually curled into a smile.

Distinguishing features: The first thing anyone would notice about her are burn scars on her face. The
right side of her face is severely damaged, so much so that she needed a great deal of reconstructive
surgery to regain function in her eye and to fully open her mouth. The doctors were willing to do more
work to eliminate her scars completely but she preferred to leave the rest of her burns for posterity. If
someone or something is getting on her nerves she usually feels her scars start to itch.

Personality

Personality and voice: Possibly as a side effect of her time as a wrestler Dyna is as loud and boisterous as
a person can conceivably be. She has a tendency to compete with people for attention not out of a desire
to be seen but more just a force of habit that she’s trying to suppress for the sake of her comrade’s
respect. She’s friendly to just about everyone she meets but if they don’t immediately reciprocate she’ll
turn on them fast. She gravitates towards people with passion and even if someone’s passions aren’t all
that interesting to her she’ll find a way to be interested. Sadly there’s not much that interests her at the
moment as most of her life was consumed with wrestling and fitness until her enlistment so she hasn’t
had time to develop other hobbies.

Likes: Violence, partying, alcohol, friendly competition, loud music, fitness

Dislikes: assholes, creeps, traitors, meditation, slowing down, regrets

History

Dyna Mostrokov was born in 20日 3月 21. History: Born Into a family of professional wrestlers Dyna had a
choice growing up, either join a gang or join the family business. She found some success as the
Incomparable Dynamo! Just as her career was set to take off her promoter forced her into an incredibly
dangerous stunt involving pyrotechnics. Things went horribly wrong and she got hurt but her match
partner ended up losing her leg. Enraged she attacked her promoter and although she didn’t do enough
damage to get prison time, she still found herself black balled as a wrestler. With no where else to turn
she found herself in a recruiting office for the Space Marine Corp.
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In basic she excelled at the controlled chaos of being a gunner. Dyna was happy to lug around the heavy
gear but her time pulling off staged wrestling moves meant she was always conscious of her comrades in
arms and excelled at keeping suppressing fire down range without any risk to her fellow marines.

Skills Learned

Communication

Marines are familiar with basic operation and procedures of radio and communications equipment and
can both make and receive transmissions other DIoN military personnel through headsets, ship
communications systems, ground vehicles, power armor, and shuttles both in combat and out of combat
with the proper discipline and procedures necessary to make their transmission and intentions known by
the receiver. Marines are fluent in Trade. They are able to speak and write both correctly and efficiently
to a degree and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. If a marine is illiterate or
incapable of doing such he/she/they are entitled to a personal AI assistant such as a Savtech JANE or
simular market option companion who can do so for them digitally or tutor them in such. The marine is
skilled in field communications and is proficient in all rudimentary forms of communication (hand signals,
flashing lights, etc).

Combat

Marines are trained to stay fit, to shoot weapons, and to be able to at a moments notice commit extreme
and even lethal physical violence without a moment hesitation. To achieve this, marines are trained to
devoting at least an hour daily to physical fitness and mental combat training such as drilling or combat
exercise

Marines are trained to fire accurately, and in the same direction as other marines. Marines are training in
all available weapons platforms large and small in the operation, maintenance, repair, and function of all
DIoN issued weapons in an out of their profession from the smallest handgun to the largest of powered
armor based weaponry. Last but most important of all marines are taught the basics of hand to hand
combat in the form of self-defense training and each can memorize from muscle and memory alike the
information pertained on the P7 Pamphlet.

All marines are also trained in the use of the basic trio of Nepleslian power armor, the Hostile, Aggressor,
and M10 Raider Light Armor. With ID-SOL and half SOL being given additional training in the cyclops. Any
other available Nepleslian powered armors are trained situationally or on request from the NAM VOID
Advanced Tactical Power Armor to the NAM Terratech High Mobility Assault Armorsuit – “Slayer” or the
ELEMENT series of powered armor.

Physical

Despite her bulk, Dyna has spent the majority of her childhood training to perform acrobatic maneuvers
under pressure. As a result, she is adept at performing flips, leaps, and handstands at a moment's notice.
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Additionally, she is exceptionally flexible and while she isn't exactly a contortionist she is at least able to
drop into a full split without any warning.

Entertainment

Dyna is a consummate storyteller, able to hold a crowds attention for long periods of time. She mostly
uses her abilities to earn herself free drinks in bars but she has managed to talk her way out of a few
close encounters with MPs after a long night out of barracks.

Strategy

The basic understanding of following orders, marines learn about combat tactics and the differences
between power armor and light infantry operations. They are also taught about combined arms
operations, utilizing Navy and Marine airborne assets to support their own operations. They also learn
how to plan and execute various non-standard operations such as commando raids, reconnaissance,
urban, jungle, desert & artic warfare as well as starship boarding operations.

In basic training a Marine is taught how to wear their uniform, How to sleep in and maintain a hammock
bed, to not speak unless spoken to when dealing with a superior officer such as saluting and not saluting
in combat conditions, and to follow orders without hesitation or speaking back.

Survival

Nepleslian Marines are trained not only to be able to survive in hostile conditions but to thrive if given the
opportunity. Marines are trained to live off the land without resupply through training spent teaching
them the skills to recognize edible plants and animals throughout the kikyo sector, to catch and prepare
said animals, and how to navigate without electronics or a map. Marines are also taught how to make a
fire without any of the usual means as well as to survive in cold weather without a fire.

Before each mission marines are given a pamphlet or dossier on the conditions on their operation zone or
those of not only their planet they are on by of those within the system from the local flora and fauna, to
easily memorable star charts for navigation or ease of access information such as local friendly DIoN
elements, communications channels, or established but otherwise abandoned locations and landmarks.

Specialty: Marine Gunner

Marine gunners are trained in the use and maintenance of heavier automatic and suppression platforms.
Each Gunner is capable of creating and holding a base of fire, supporting the assault of their fellow
Marines, identifying and leading targets from long distances with concentrated bursts and how to
effectively combat powered armor and light vehicle platforms with their weapons.
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Social Connections

Dyna Mostrokov is connected to:

Dan “Ego Sol” Mostrokov (Father)

Sandra “Warrior Princess” Perry (Mother)

Inventory & Finance

Dyna Mostrokov has the following:

Clothing

Uniform

2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate
4 T-Shirts, white
4 underwear, white
2 Khaki cargo pants
1 Beret, green, with flash patch
1 NSMC Field Cap, Type 33
1 pair gloves, leather, brown
1 pair boots, brown
6 pair boot Socks, white
1 Belt, dark brown
1 Nepleslian Dress Uniform (YE 33) (full outfit with white pistol belt, gloves, pants, and boots)

Bunkwear

2 Tank tops, green, with fleet number on the right chest
2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, khaki
1 Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, black

Workout/Swim

2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, Green
2 Work-out shorts, black
4 pairs green ankle Socks
1 pair green low-top sneaker shoes
2 black sports bra
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1 Bikini, green, fleet number on right breast.

Weapons and Weapon Accessories

M115 SPAID medium machine gun
1 Utility Combat Knife M01A
1 Marine Combat Axe Model 01c
1 Automatic Pistol, Na-W/P-08 Heavy Automatic Sidearm, with 2 extra regular ammo magazines.

Accessories

1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown
1 Canteen, 1 quart
1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey
P7 Pamphlet
1 NWO womens heavy weight title belt
1 Wallet with the Marine Corps Insignia plated on it.
Starting pay of: 6000 DA

OOC Information

This page was created by izokia78 on 07, 29 2021 at 11:21 using the Character Template Form.

In the case @@Character Owner@@ becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Dyna Mostrokov
Character Owner Izokia78
Character Status Active Player Character
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch NSMC
Rank Private
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